**Abstract:** Direct measurement and stimulation of electrophysiological activity is a staple of neural and cardiac health monitoring, diagnosis and therapy. Such bi-directional interfacing can be enhanced by the attractive properties of organic electronic materials which can favorably bridge the biotic/abiotic interface. These materials are mixed ionic/electronic conductors: they allow for intimate interaction of the electron transporting polymer with the biological environment, including swelling and bulk interaction with ions and biomolecules. This feature improves both electrochemical properties and mechanical matching with surrounding tissue, critical for recording and stimulation in biomedical devices, and can be used to advance the state of the art. Organic electrochemical transistors, for example, have shown considerable promise as amplifying transducers for electrophysiology and biomolecular sensing due to their stability in aqueous conditions and high transconductance. I harness the volumetric gating of these devices to demonstrate human electroencephalography measurements with significant signal enhancement at low frequency. I then demonstrate the use of conducting polymers and polyelectrolytes as active elements in organic electronic ion pumps -- devices which allow for localized electrophoretic delivery, without the adverse effects of fluidic delivery. I show that release of an endogenous inhibitory neurotransmitter can stop seizure-like activity locally in brain tissue. Finally, I demonstrate how the ionic and electronic transport properties of organic mixed conductors can be controlled through synthetic and processing variation. These findings set the stage for a more general fundamental understanding of mixed conduction in organic electronic materials, which is necessary for future materials and device design for far-reaching bioelectronics application.
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